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Capacity calculation

Two charged plates separated
by distance d  form a capacitor

The charge q and the potential difference V  
between the plates are proportional to each other

C - capacity

Gaussian
surface





Parallel and Series connection of capacities



Set V=12.5V: find charges





Energy stored in a capacitor

Work is stored as potential 
energy of the capacitor

The potential energy of a charged capacitor is stored in the electric field
between the plates

The electric energy stored per unit volume in any region of space is proportional to the
square of the electric filed in that region. 







Dielectrics



K: dielectric

constant

Dielectric strength: 

the max. E before

breakdown occurs



Current and current density

i = dq/dt 1 Ampere = 1 A = 1 coulomb per second



Resistance and resistivity

Resisitance: R = V/I

1 Ohm = 1 W = 1 volt per ampere

Resisitivity: r = E/J       [Wm]

Conductivity: s = 1/r [1/Wm]

R= r L/AJ= s E

Ohm’s law is a statement that

the current through a device is 

always directly proportional to

the potential difference applied

to the device.





Power in Electric Circuits

Using Ohm´s law

The principle of conservation of energy tells us that

the decrease in electric potential energy from a to b

is accompanied by a transfer of energy to some other

The battery at the left

supplies energy to the

conduction electrons

that form the current.

In a resistor, electric potential energy is converted to internal thermal

energy via collisions between charge carriers and atoms.



Electrical circuits

Single loop circuit

emf of an emf device is the work per unit charge that the device does in moving 

charge from its low-potential terminal to its high-potential terminal.



Potential loop of a circuits



Multiloop circuits

i1 + i3 = i2

Substitute : i3R3



example



RC - circuits

Time constant: t= RC

When switch S is closed on a, the capacitor is

charged through the resistor. When the switch is

afterward closed on b, the capacitor discharges

through the resistor..




















